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Chapter VI – Investor complaints 
and the activity of the ombudsman 

 
 
 

For his sixth year of service as ombudsman, Daniel Farras1 has prepared a number of observations for this annual 
report, under his own responsibility. In his opinion, these considerations could help to improve investor protection. 
 
 

I – Overview 
 
The remit of the mediation division is set out in the Financial Security Act of 1 August 2003. 
Before the AMF was created, this function came within the jurisdiction of both the Commission 
des Opérations de Bourse and the Conseil des Marchés Financiers. 
 
The first paragraph of Article L. 621-19 of the Monetary and Financial Code provides that �the 
Autorité des marchés financiers is empowered to receive complaints from all interested parties on 
matters within its jurisdiction and to take appropriate action in response. Where necessary, the 
AMF shall propose out-of-court resolution, by means of conciliation or mediation, of the 
disputes brought to its attention�. 
 
From the beginning of 2003 until the spring of that year, the CAC 40 index headed downwards 
and was extremely volatile. From then until year's end, the value of the index rose and its 
volatility declined. If, taking the simple view, this trend was seen as evidence of a changing 
climate on the Paris stock exchange in 2003, one might conclude that the objective conditions for 
a return to calm were present for much of the year, thus marking a welcome break with previous 
years in terms of the number and type of complaints. 
 
In fact, this was not the case. The mediation division observed no significant difference in 
investor attitudes. This means not only that investors continued to call on the ombudsman in 
large numbers, but also that they expressed the same kinds of concerns as in past years. 
 
In view of this striking continuity, it would not be entirely out of place to refer regular readers of 
this section of the annual report, who presumably are attentive but pressed for time, to the 
observations offered in last year�s edition. Indeed, the lessons that can be drawn from the 
handling of complaints received in 2003 in areas such as order execution, information system 
breakdowns, deferred settlement orders, account transfers and asset management, are 
substantially the same as in 2002.  
 
Make no mistake: these concerns have not become any less important. On the contrary, they 
demand exactly the same degree of attention � and, where necessary, exigency. For example: 
 
• It is still unacceptable that transfers of securities accounts should take several months, when 

neither cross-border transactions nor unclear client instructions are involved. 
 
• As regards margin requirements for deferred settlement orders, the case law established by 

the Court of Cassation, which at one point seemed to be veering towards placing greater 
restraints on service providers, has reverted to its previous balance point. The requirement 

                                                 
1 On 27 April 2004 Madeleine Guidoni succeeded Daniel Farras as AMF ombudsman. 
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that additional margin be posted when an initial deposit has become insufficient is motivated 
primarily by considerations of market protection. The mere fact that it is not imposed 
automatically does not constitute negligence by the service provider towards its client. 
However, the firm is liable if, during the same period, it allows the client�s situation to 
deteriorate without giving him any warning. 

 
• The way in which service providers deal with information system breakdowns or set their 

pricing policies is not the province of the regulatory authority. Ours is not a command 
economy. On the other hand, when their systems are down, firms are required to provide 
investors with alternative means of access to information and order placement channels. As 
for firms� fee schedules, they may be modified without prior authorisation, unless the account 
agreement provides otherwise. But it is highly recommended that clients be informed of a 
new schedule before it takes effect, so that they have time to make suitable arrangements if 
they do not accept the increase or changes. 

 
• In the sphere of discretionary asset management, incurring a capital loss is not sufficient 

grounds to establish fault by a management firm. That said, the firm's management policy � 
which, in all the cases referred to the mediation division, was not uncorrelated with market 
risks � must correspond to the investment objective agreed with the client at the outset. 
Moreover, that objective must be formulated in a way that truly reflects the client�s wishes, 
and the client must be kept properly informed about the performance of his or her portfolio. 
This explains the insistence with which the ombudsman reiterates his previous 
recommendations: 

 
- Investment approaches should be precisely defined and set down in writing. Vague terms 

such as �cautious�, �dynamic� or �balanced� may cover widely differing concepts from 
one financial intermediary to another. 

 
- Any change in investment approach during the course of the mandate should likewise be 

set down in a written statement that is binding on both parties. 
 

- The information provided during the mandate � other than the strictly quantitative data 
that, in principle, must be reported at least semi-annually � should be tailored to the client, 
i.e. it should explain the investment policy applied to his portfolio type.  

 
- In the event of a significant decline in portfolio value following the signature of the 

mandate, a meeting should be arranged with the client in order to take stock of the 
situation and review the advantages and drawbacks of a possible change in investment 
approach. 

 
There are, however, two issues which warrant an exception and which, despite resemblances 
from one year to the next, cannot be simply mentioned in passing or treated by referring to 
previous remarks. They are becoming increasingly frequent, as characterised not only by the large 
number of complaints received but also by the considerable disquiet expressed by investors. The 
issues in question are index funds and what we will call, as an initial approximation, the 
�strangeness� or �inconsistency� of the market.  
 
The second of these subjects is the more varied, covering all kinds of situations in which 
complainants feel out of place � although this is certainly not the case � because they have the 
impression they have not been given enough time to act, or because they perceive the market to 
be opaque or, worse, a focal point for manipulation. 
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These two themes will be examined in greater detail in Section III, following a presentation of 
statistics on the activity of the mediation division in 2003. 
 
 

II – Quantitative analysis 
 
By convention, �mediation� refers to any case in which the division's staff have dealings with a 
party to a dispute other than the initial complainant, regardless of how the positions of the parties 
subsequently evolve and regardless of the outcome. 
 
All other cases are classified as �inquiries�. Most cases in this category represent responses to 
questions from investors that are without evident litigious connotations. 
 
These two statistical categories correspond to the dual remit of the mediation division. 
 
 

A – WORKLOAD 
 
In all, 2,020 dossiers were opened 2003, of which 1,339 inquiries and 681 requests for mediation. 
The number of new cases showed a slight 2% increase compared with 2002, but the relative 
proportions of cases in the two categories were unchanged at 66% and 34% respectively. 
 
In addition, 1,632 callers contacted the helpline service, which operates on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. This represents an increase of 5%. 
 
A total of 1,720 dossiers, or 85% of the new cases, were processed during the year; and 263 
dossiers opened in 2002 were completed in 2003. Altogether, 1,983 cases were processed, 
equivalent to 98% of the new cases opened during the year. 
 
 

B – BREAKDOWN OF THE CASELOAD 
 
 

1 – Origin 
 
Individual investors, acting on their own behalf or represented by a lawyer, accounted for 91% of 
new cases. Since it was created, the mediation division has always been the place to which �small 
investors�, to use the term they themselves apply, have brought their concerns and complaints. 
 
For inquiries, this corresponds to the specific purpose of the mediation division, insofar as the 
AMF's other departments and services are responsible for responding to questions from 
professionals. As regards mediation, there is nothing to prevent a professional from referring a 
disagreement with a client to the mediation division. 
 
In practice, however, very few professionals take advantage of this possibility, preferring to refer 
dissatisfied clients to their own customer relations department � or to their ombudsman, when 
the company has gone beyond the provisions of Article 13 of the Urgent Economic Measures 
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Act of 11 December 2001 and given its ombudsman responsibilities for investment service 
matters.2 
 
 

2 – Targets 
 
The concept of �target� here is broader than simply the party about whom a question is asked or 
against whom a complaint is levelled. It designates the type of market participant implicitly or 
explicitly targeted by the question or complaint. 
 
Investment service providers (ISPs) are the target in 52% of cases, issuers in 37%. 
 
Within the ISP category, online brokers account for 27%, or twice their share of the market. At 
first glance, it may be concluded that customers of online brokers are more involved and quicker 
to react than other categories of investor.  
 
By convention, cases stemming from an anomaly or a misunderstanding of market behaviour are 
assigned to the �issuer� category. This is done simply to achieve an initial classification, which is 
then analysed in greater detail by theme. In principle, there is no suggestion of liability attached to 
this analysis. 
 
 

3 – Themes 
 
Based on experience gained after two years of operation, the list of themes was modified at the 
beginning of 2003 in order to permit more relevant statistical analysis. Cases are now assigned to 
one of the eleven general themes shown below. 
 
A � Collective investment products 
 
B � Discretionary management 
 
C � Order transmission/execution 
 
D � Account keeping/custody 
 
E � Issuers 
 
F � General market operations 
 
G � Financial instruments (other than collective investment products) 
 
H � "Cold calling" (financial promotion) 
 
I � Advisory services 
 
J � Bodies responsible for oversight/supervision and shareholder defence 
 
K � Miscellaneous 
 
These general themes are divided into 80 sub-themes. 
 
                                                 
2 This article requires all credit institutions to appoint  one or more mediators responsible for recommending solutions to disputes 
relating to the institution's handling of deposit accounts, or to its selling or offering for sale of products and services that are 
bundled or that entitle the client to a financial or in-kind benefit at no additional charge. 
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In terms of inquiries, three themes � issuers, general market operations, and financial instruments 
� account for 57% of new cases. This is the largest block. The cases stem from concerns about 
the relevance of the strategy followed by companies� top managers, the quality of the information 
they provide to the market, obstacles to attending shareholder meetings, lack of transparency 
surrounding distressed companies, the pricing of public offerings, and unexpected or unexplained 
movements in securities prices. 
 
Two other themes � collective investment products and discretionary management � account for 
23% of cases opened. Subjects at issue include general-purpose investment funds, venture capital 
products, availability of units in employee investment funds (FCPEs), the lawfulness or 
appropriateness of decisions taken by companies managing property investment partnerships 
(SCPIs), and the relevance and results of transactions made under discretionary mandates. 
Together, these two blocks account for 80% of the questions received from non-professional 
investors (figure 1). 
 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of inquiry cases by theme 
 

57%
23%

7%

4% 9%

Issuers + general market issues +
financial instruments  

Collective investment products +
discretionary management

Order reception/transmission +
custody account-keeping

Role of the regulator

Other

 
 
As regards mediation, the first block (i.e. issuers, markets, instruments) accounts for 13% of new 
cases. Complaints about order handling (reception, transmission and execution) and custodial 
accounts are three times more numerous. The perennial complaints about orders placed twice, 
the seemingly aberrant behaviour of covered warrants nearing maturity, margin shortfalls and 
excessive delays in transferring accounts belong to this second group. 
 
The majority of complaints concern collective investment products and discretionary 
management. Between them, these two themes account for 51% of cases, with the majority of 
complaints (42%) concerning collective products. Complaints relating to losses sustained at 
maturity on structured funds come under this heading (figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Distribution of mediation cases by theme 

 

 
Taking inquiries and mediation cases together, the largest block concerns �issuers, markets and 
instruments� (39%), followed by the �collective products and discretionary management� block 
(34%, with collective products accounting for 28%) (figure 3). 
 
 

Figure 3: Distribution of total cases by theme 

 
 

 
Among the sub-themes, the two that accounted for the largest number of mediation cases were 
�information provided at the time of subscription� and �structured funds�, while the bulk of 
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Inquiry cases are closed as soon as there has been a response to the initial question and to any 
additional questions or requests for further information that the initial response may have 
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occurs. In 2003, 13% of inquiry cases were transferred internally in accordance with this 
procedure. 
 
Some questions relate to matters that are not under the AMF's jurisdiction but are nonetheless 
addressed to the Authority because they were prompted by difficulties encountered in connection 
with a securities investment. 
 
This is the case for all questions relating to life insurance contracts, even unit-linked policies. 
Such contracts are governed by provisions of the insurance code, and the AMF has no power to 
enforce that code or to sanction violations of it. The fact that specialised regulators have similar 
concerns regarding, for example, disclosures to subscribers about underlying UCITS or the 
transparency of fee schedules, has no bearing on the breakdown of regulatory jurisdiction 
between them. The same is true when an inquiry concerns the interpretation of tax provisions. 
 
In each such case, the division's staff refer the inquirer to the relevant body or bodies. 
 
The proportion of cases of this kind remained stable during the year, at 20%. 
 
 

2 – Mediation cases 
 
An analysis of the reasons for closing mediation cases handled during the year is shown in the 
following table. 
  
Conciliation or mediation possible  29% 
of which:    
* Successful mediation 58%  
* Mediation refused by the intermediary 36%  
* No response from the intermediary 4%  
* Mediation refused by the complainant 2%  
Complaint groundless  37% 
Complaint abandoned by the complainant 30% 
No action possible (ongoing investigation or already referred 
to another authority) 4% 
 
Figures 4 and 5 give a graphical view of the changes observed between 2002 and 2003. 
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Figure 4: Breakdown of mediation cases by reason for closure 

 
 

Figure 5: Breakdown of cases for which conciliation or mediation appeared possible 
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vital documents (account contract or investment mandate, account statements, trade 
confirmations, correspondence with the other party). 
 
Abandonments also occur when complainants have contacted the mediation division before 
taking their complaint to the issuer or service provider; have been invited to take that step first 
and contact the department again if they fail to obtain satisfaction; and are then not heard from 
again. 
 
By definition, it is not possible to find out why petitioners abandon their complaints. In some 
cases, it may be assumed that the mere fact of announcing a complaint to the AMF or the prior 
approach to the issuer or service provider facilitates a satisfactory resolution. It is also possible 
that in other situations, once the complainant�s anger cools, he deems his complaint to the 
mediation division inappropriate. It is to be feared, however, that a substantial number of 
abandonments may be due to a feeling of discouragement prompted by the need to assemble a 
well-documented case file from scattered or missing evidence. Unfortunately, it is impossible to 
take effective action on behalf of a complainant without a minimum degree of participation on 
his part. 
 
The other aspect of these results that provides food for thought is the shift in the balance of 
complaints between those that, in principle, are warranted and those that are groundless. That 
balance has shifted back in favour of the latter: the ratio between these two categories, expressed 
as a percentage of cases closed, declined from 37/34 in 2002 to 29/37 to 2003. To put the 
magnitude of this variation in perspective, it may be noted that the ratio was 29/50 in 2001. 
 
It is important to understand that �conciliation or mediation possible� and �complaint 
groundless� are not legal concepts. They are categories assigned by the mediation division on the 
basis of its assessment of the merits of the complaint after examination and, if applicable, 
intervention. These categories not only make it possible to classify dossiers by outcome and keep 
track of work accomplished; they also give complainants, before their case is closed, an indication 
of their chances of success � as measured by an impartial third party, as perforce the mediator 
must be � in the event that they plan to take their case before the competent authorities. 
 
At no time, either at that moment or during the earlier handling of the case, does that third party 
purport to act as judge of the professional or as lawyer for the client. Without impairing 
complainants' freedom of action, the ombudsman simply tries to discourage them from pursuing 
cases that seem bound to fail in view of legal precedent and the facts at hand. 
 
Complaints are deemed groundless if, after examination of the evidence provided by the 
complainant and analysis of the response by the issuer or service provider, they are marred by 
bad faith, contain errors of fact, or relate to situations or behaviours that breach no law or 
regulation and constitute neither imprudence nor negligence at the time they occurred.  
 
Even if no fault or shortcoming is apparent when a complaint is received, the ombudsman 
generally contacts the service provider. This is done in order to give the firm an opportunity, if it 
chooses, to set legal considerations aside and respond concretely, on a case-by-case basis, in 
terms of fairness, protection of corporate image and preservation of customer goodwill. 
 
When conciliation or mediation seems possible, a solution that is wholly or partially favourable to 
the complainant is found in just over fifty percent of cases. This proportion has remained stable 
from year to year. 
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When an intermediary refuses mediation, it is usually because the firm is concerned not to 
weaken the link between compensation and fault or not to go beyond a voluntary gesture it may 
have made previously, however modest. 
 
The rate of non-response by professionals fell from 10% in 2002 to 4% in 2003. This is a positive 
development that deserves to be highlighted. Unless the service provider states his position and 
explains his reasons and his version of the facts, the complainant cannot usefully be enlightened 
on the possible outcome of his case. For example, when mediation is refused and the two parties 
have conflicting versions of the facts, the investor who is convinced he is in the right, despite the 
intermediary�s negative reaction, and is tempted to go to court will then focus his attention on 
proving his allegations to the judge. 
 
These indications of outcomes are provided in the interest of fairness, that is to say for the 
benefit of both parties, first the complainant, then the service provider. The relevance and 
usefulness of these indications depends greatly on the quality of the information received by the 
mediation division. When issuers and intermediaries respond � which, as mentioned, is nearly 
always the case � the precision and technical sophistication of their arguments and their 
willingness to back their statements with documentary evidence varies considerably from one 
company to another. 
 
It is only normal that professionals should remain in full command of the manner in which they 
communicate. However, it must be repeated that a tendency to be excessively cautious and 
concise prevents the mediation division from playing its full role. Independently of the financial 
result of the division's involvement, that role includes an educational aspect that must not be 
underestimated. 
 
 
 

III – Characteristic themes of 2003 
 
 

A – INVESTMENT LOSSES IN STRUCTURED FUNDS 
 
Capital losses sustained at maturity by subscribers to structured funds gave rise to 336 complaints 
and questions in 2003. This sub-theme constituted the largest and most homogeneous single 
group of cases referred to the mediation division. 
 
These complaints and questions were treated case by case, in accordance with the division's 
standard operating procedure and independently of the specific approach to the same set of 
issues taken by other AMF divisions. The observations that follow provide a summary of the 
individual handling of these cases. 
 
The aforementioned homogeneity relates not only to the topic but also to the content of the 
dossiers. Compared with the previous year, the complaints were formulated in a more 
standardised way, although not every case was couched in precisely the same terms. It is possible 
that press coverage of the subject, giving accounts of other investors� experiences and opinions, 
resulted in copycat behaviour, prompting the readers of such articles to phrase their complaints 
in similar ways when they considered themselves to be in a comparable situation. 
 
The subject was given extensive coverage in the print and broadcast media. Investor defence 
associations claimed that thousands of letters had been sent. Lawyers specialised in the field 
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publicly described their strategy in taking on the entities that marketed products of this type. The 
structured-fund distribution story became an �affair�. Moreover, the issue is ongoing, because 
the first batch of lawsuits is still unresolved and because the next round of fund maturities could 
give rise to yet more litigation. 
 
A series of measures taken by the AMF, together with the initiatives launched by the industry, 
should help to mitigate the risks that became evident in 2002 and 2003. 
 
Following a consultation with the financial community, led by the Commission des Opérations 
de Bourse (COB) in 20023, the mandatory prospectus for structured funds has been made clearer 
and more thorough. 
 
It now includes a summary, written in plain language, that clearly lists the advantages and 
drawbacks of the product. Consequently, prospective investors will know at first sight whether a 
product actually provides a guarantee of invested principal at maturity. The modifications that 
will soon be made to all such prospectuses to comply with European Union standards are 
unlikely to reverse these improvements. On the contrary, the new, simplified prospectus 
promises to extend them. 
 
Moreover, thanks to the efforts made to clarify prospectuses, the marketing materials made 
available to the general public will probably become more specific. Most industry professionals 
now transform the prospectus � hitherto often seen as an administrative document that most 
consumers would not understand � into a brochure that, in principle, is easier to read but leaves 
out no vital information. 
 
Lastly, the French Investment Management Association, is drawing up a Marketing Charter, the 
contents of which will mesh with the provisions of the AMF general regulations governing the 
marketing of collective investment products.  
 
Increasing numbers of complainants are recounting in detail the circumstances in which funds 
were sold to them. In doing, they make a clear-cut distinction between the two stages of the 
marketing approach. First, the salesperson advising them insists that their investing behaviour is 
outmoded and inappropriate. Then, he presents a product that will not only bring them into the 
era of modern finance (�when indices are rising, you shouldn�t stick with traditional 
investments�) but that will reassure them (�in any case, you will be taking no risk�). 
 
The complainants� narratives tally on the following points: 
 

- The review of their financial situation was cursory. 
- They agreed to sell their investment in an administered savings product but they 

explicitly said either that they did not want to bear any principal risk or that they 
did not want to invest in the stock market. 

- They were told orally either that the product offered a principal guarantee or that 
it was unlikely to result in a loss because this could result only from a decline in 
the benchmark indices � an eventuality deemed highly improbable at the time of 
subscription. 

- They did not receive a COB-registered prospectus. 
- The marketing documents spoke only of the products� advantages. When 

complainants do acknowledge that risks were mentioned, they say that the 

                                                 
3 2002 Annual Report, page 159 et seq. 
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location and print size of the corresponding information in the brochure deterred 
them, and they in fact did not read it. 

- When they reacted to the drop in net asset value shown on their periodic 
statements before maturity, they were dissuaded from selling by arguments such 
as: �If you sell now, it will cost you dearly�; �The current net asset value will be 
very different at maturity�; �Wait a bit longer; it will go back up�. 

- They consider that the injury they sustained was equivalent to the loss of 
principal. A few of them factor in the return they would have earned over the 
period had they held onto to their investment in an administered savings product.  

 
The responses of the professionals contacted by the mediation division differed in approach and 
in level of detail. 
 
Not all of them accepted the request to explain their behaviour when they first began marketing 
to the client, even though establishing a client relationship is obviously an important matter and 
one that is regulated by COB rules. 
 
Of those who did respond, many claimed to have satisfied their initial obligation to inform and 
advise, without providing any further detail. Others mentioned the initial review that they made 
of the client�s situation, which consisted in determining what proportion of the client�s declared 
financial wealth was invested with their firm, and then breaking that down between fixed-rate 
administered saving accounts, equity savings account (PEA), the product in dispute and, if 
applicable, other products. 
 
From the fact that the client already had a PEA or other investment in securities, they deduced 
that he was apt to understand the characteristics of a structured fund, or at the very least that he 
would be unlikely to claim �ignorance of stock market matters�. 
 
Regarding provision of the prospectus, the intermediaries all pointed to the written contract, 
which invariably contains a sentence saying that the client acknowledges having received and read 
that document. This sentence normally appears above the investor�s signature. Although the 
mediation division claims no expertise in handwriting analysis, in every case the signature on the 
documents transmitted to it did indeed resemble the client�s. Furthermore, disputes on this point 
are extremely rare. 
 
Some intermediaries also referred to their firm�s internal procedures manual, which states that 
clients must be provided with the prospectus, in compliance with regulatory requirements. A 
handful admitted being unable to prove that the prospectus had actually been provided in a 
particular case, while stating that they had no reason to believe the internal rules were not 
followed. 
 
Lastly, regarding marketing documents, the professionals maintained � depending on the case � 
either that they had provided explicit information about the risk of loss if the benchmark 
declined (including the loss at the index level actually reached at maturity)  or that they had 
spoken clearly about the possibility of a capital loss, providing enough data to calculate the 
magnitude of loss as a percentage of principal in all possible cases, including hypothetical declines 
not shown explicitly because they were deemed unlikely at the time the fund was marketed. 
 
On this point, upon examination of the documents transmitted to the service, the professional�s 
argument proved to be correct. It has also happened that complainants advance the above-
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mentioned arguments regarding non-disclosure of risk, but then enclose with their submission a 
copy of a brochure that contradicts their claim. 
 
Most of the cases pursued by the mediation division culminated in a refusal to compensate the 
complainant. Exceptionally, a symbolic gesture was made for commercial reasons, with a 
statement that no admission of fault was implied. In a not insignificant minority of cases, 
however, clients� principal losses were reimbursed. In these cases, neither the documents relating 
to investigations by the company�s own staff nor the details of the indemnification criteria were 
provided to the mediation division. Comparing the terms of the settlements with the general 
indications provided by the intermediaries, either in their public statements or in their 
correspondence, it can be concluded that the existence of a written contract signed by the 
subscriber was not felt to be a sufficient defence for the distributing firm when certain conditions 
obtained, i.e. before subscribing, the client had neither a PEA, nor an ordinary securities account, 
nor a discretionary portfolio; and the amount invested in the product in dispute was large in 
relation to the total of his known financial assets. The unsuitability of the product sold to the 
client was thus implicitly acknowledged.  
 
Based on this overall picture, three suggestions can be made. 
 

• First, greater protection should be afforded in the initial stages of the client relationship. 
No proof can be furnished after the fact as regards the manner in which the client is 
solicited, the way the product is presented to him, or his reactions, fears and wishes. With 
no written documents to back them up, the accounts of the two parties diverge on every 
point. 

 
 On the face of it, there is no good reason why the conversation that precedes the 

subscription should not be summarised on a printed form. Initialled by the buyer and the 
seller, this document would contain the results of the client financial review, a brief 
statement of the buyer�s objectives, a general presentation of the offer, and an 
acknowledgment by the buyer that the product in question is consistent with his 
objectives. 

 
 The seller would avoid the risk that the salesman�s optimism might degenerate into 

inaccurate oral information. The buyer would avoid the ambiguities, the unspoken 
hesitancies, the conflicting desires simplified in hindsight and, more generally, all the 
uncertainties that give rise to frustrations, complaints and lawsuits. Furthermore, for a 
given category of products, the risk of failing to make a sale would be obviated if all 
sellers systematically made sure that all these issues had been clarified beforehand. 

 
• Next, the prospectus � or the simplified prospectus that will soon take its place � must be 

given to the client before he signs the contract. 
 

- This is a regulatory requirement. 
 

- There is no apparent, major practical or budgetary reason that would make it 
impossible to do so. 

 
- Some clients who have purportedly signed a document acknowledging receipt of 

the prospectus forcefully claim that they never saw it. This situation occurs all too 
often. If it persists, it could result in a reversal of the burden of proof, examples 
of which abound in legal history. 
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• Lastly, it is fair to suggest that investors, too, should behave in a fully responsible manner 

at the time of purchase. To be sure, when dealing with a professional, they are presumed 
to be the weaker party, or at least the party in need of protection. This is taken into 
account in the drafting of the rules, guidelines and standard clauses of client contracts. 
Still, it is in their interest to adopt an attitude that contributes to their own protection. It 
is not necessary to be an experienced legal scholar to know that, in a lawsuit, statements 
made without written confirmation count for less than signed documents; or that when 
signing a contract, a person is presumed to have accepted its clauses, in particular those 
that appear next to the client�s signature. 

 
 Except in special circumstances, using one�s ignorance of the stock market as the key 

argument in a claim for financial compensation � when the real purpose of such 
compensation is to insure against capital loss � is not an effective attitude to take at 
present, and it will probably be even less credible in the future. Rather, when buying a 
collective investment product, the non-specialist should act as he would for any other 
major purchase. He should consider it perfectly normal to begin by inquiring about the 
characteristics of the product, or at least about its advantages and drawbacks, and by 
asking to have technical terms explained to him if he does not know them. He should 
then ensure that he is given the official documentation, in addition to the marketing 
materials he has received, and he should read � or at least scan � both sets of documents 
to obtain any additional explanations he may need.  

 
 Paradoxically, it is often the most inexpert people who spend the least time thinking over 

such important purchases. Admittedly, the argument that �there won�t be enough to go 
around� has been a winning sales pitch for centuries. But it is rarely the case that an 
investment decision cannot wait a few days or a weekend, giving the potential buyer time 
to reflect or to ask the advice of another person.  

 
 Lastly, when a decision has been taken with due thought, the investor should assume its 

consequences. People who are highly risk adverse should not invest in products that are 
not guaranteed. If they go ahead and make such an investment anyway, it will be 
pointless, at maturity, to claim on an virtual insurance policy that was never taken out. 

 
 

B – MARKET “INCONSISTENCIES” 
 
Another mass of complaints and questions � more heterogeneous but slightly larger in total � 
emerged in 2003. The true impact becomes patently evident if these grievances are defined by the 
sentiment or conviction, widely held among individual investors and routinely expressed in their 
correspondence, of being immersed in a milieu in which they feel out of place; a milieu which 
both attracts and baffles them, and in which they observe phenomena or are subject to 
behaviours that generate worry, dismay or anger. 
 
Complaints and questions in this category relate to suspected anomalies in the market, 
information on the true situation of financially distressed issuers, and the scant room for initiative 
available to investors in the area of corporate actions. 
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1 – Calls for special surveillance 
 
Most typically, the letters received take the form of declarations of suspicion that are not 
supported by any particular arguments. They are prompted by several factors: price movements 
unfavourable to the investor, compared either with the initial purchase price or with a more 
recent previous price, depending on how frequently he monitors his portfolio; a succession of 
quick and unexpected price fluctuations; or a large increase in trading volume. Periods of high 
mean volatility are obviously conducive to questions of this kind, which persist even when 
volatility declines owing to the lag between the onset of the decline and the time that most non-
professional investors become aware of it. 
 
The attitude of these investors is not only understandable but, all things considered, positive. 
Their reasoning starts from their knowledge of market mechanisms, which is generally patchy. As 
readers of newspaper articles rather than the exchange�s procedure manuals or the regulator's 
rulebook, they have become highly sensitive to media coverage of unending stock market 
scandals. From this they deduce that the market can be manipulated, including in the case of the 
financial instrument that interests them. Therefore, quite naturally, they address their concerns to 
the �market watchdog�, with a degree of restraint that varies according to their temperament. 
 
Although their suspicions are frequently unfounded � an analysis of trading in the stock during 
the period that they themselves have chosen reveals no sign of manipulation or comparable 
violation � their vigilance is welcome. Moreover, their confidence in the regulator is well 
founded. 
 
It will not be glibly suggested here that the transmission of numerous questions or requests from 
investors to the regulator is necessary for effective market surveillance. The AMF obviously has 
powerful resources of its own for this purpose, and it uses them to process vast amounts of data 
on an ongoing basis. That said, none of the requests of this nature from the public is neglected. 
They are systematically brought to the attention of the market surveillance units, which deal with 
them. For this reason, it is entirely conceivable that a tip from an individual investor could lead to 
a specific stock being put under special surveillance or could confirm the wisdom of an earlier 
decision to do so, with all the procedural consequences that might then ensue, notably an 
investigation or an audit. 
 
Active investors certainly make a contribution to effective regulation. And a steady stream of 
letters to the AMF shows that, to some extent, they are aware of this. They must realise, however, 
that just because their observations or suspicions have been taken into account, they do not 
automatically have the right to order an investigation, still less to impose a sanction or receive 
compensation. The absence of an automatic right to sanction ought to be obvious in a country 
where the rule of law prevails, but this fact needs to be stressed. Media coverage of certain cases, 
together with repeated accusations of disinformation or manipulation, can create a mood of 
disquiet and eclipse the presumption of innocence. 
 
Investigations should not be confused with general surveillance of prices and trading volumes. 
They are not regular market-monitoring tools. Launching an investigation is an important act that 
can be authorised only by the AMF's chief executive. It implies the existence of credible, 
concurring indications of rule violations. 
 
The launch of an investigation, and the ensuing inspections and audits, is a discreet affair � as is 
the decision to place stocks under surveillance. Normally, the AMF's staff does not notify the 
subject of the investigation. 
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Lastly, the AMF has not been given legal responsibility for the compensation of victims of an 
offence or breach of market rules. In the case of a criminal offence, it is the judicial authority, 
acting in a case brought by plaintiffs, that alone can pass judgment. In the case of a rule violation, 
the regulator, exercising its power to police the market, can discipline the violator by imposing a 
penalty, the nature and maximum amount of which is set by law. However, there is no legislation 
that allows the AMF to establish the amount of any civil damages or to order the payment of 
damages to the victims. 
 
The victims must consequently go to court to assert their rights, unless they wish to seek a 
amicable settlement before doing so. For the latter purpose, they can contact the AMF 
ombudsman, who will intervene so long as no investigation or judicial proceeding is under way. 
 
 

2 – Putting to rest the presumption of manipulation 
 
When investors do not explain the reasons for their apprehension or mistrust, their requests 
cannot be handled in the aforementioned manner. If they do explain their own view of how the 
market operates, a dialogue can be initiated with a view to explaining, qualifying or correcting 
their spontaneous perceptions. Happily, there are numerous examples of points on which the 
mediation division has contributed to the informal education of individual investors. Here are a 
few of them: 
 

• Poor earnings and minimal financial disclosure, rather than deceitful conduct by majority 
shareholders, are sufficient to explain a share price decline. 

 
• Industry trends can shed light on price variations in a particular stock. For example, 

barring evidence of special factors, a fall in a technology stock of roughly the same 
magnitude as a decline in the IT CAC and IT CAC 50 indices requires no further 
investigation to find a satisfactory explanation. The same is true for a price decline that is 
merely a correction following a bull run � in other words, a return to normal levels of 
price and volume. 

 
• Individual investors sometimes have difficulty in ridding themselves of the spontaneous 

image of a �normal� market composed of an indefinite number of identical participants 
which, like atoms, all behave in a random and unpredictable manner. Thus any 
movements that appear mechanical, repetitious or regular are seen as expressions of 
manipulative intent. 

 
 Movements that are poorly understood include: transactions programmed automatically 

by certain traders, such as successive sales at short but regular intervals; discrepancies in 
the spreads of liquidity providers, which are seen as a golden opportunity for big traders 
to turn a profit following the sale of a small quantity of securities; or even the very 
existence of the spread, which is seen as a barrier designed to prevent small traders 
finding the true price of the security by taking successive positions. 

 
• Holders of warrants, who are presumably fairly sophisticated, do not always understand 

the reasons for the positions taken by the market maker, as shown by the following 
situations. 
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- After a trading halt due to an information system breakdown, there is no reason 
to expect the previous spread to be maintained; the parameters that determine 
the spread are constantly changing. 

 
- A lasting divergence between variations in the warrant price and the underlying 

index is not suspect if the warrant is deeply out of the money and if the smallest 
possible price increment (i.e. the tick size) is equivalent to a substantial 
percentage of the warrant�s current value. 

 
- A stop-loss sell order at 0.75 euro was legitimately executed at 0.61 euro, even 

though the last quoted spread was 0.71�0.73, because of the following chain of 
events: The quantity of warrants that the market maker had to sell was not 
sufficient to fill the client�s order. The stop-loss order, once activated, 
consequently became a must-be-filled order, an order category that had not been 
eliminated at the time of the incident and that could not be executed in fractions. 
The warrants were suspended limit-down, during which time a buyer placed an 
order at the low end of the Security Threshold, which was 0.61 euro. Trading 
therefore resumed automatically, and all the warrants were sold at that lower 
price. 

 
- When a warrant is very close to maturity and deeply out of the money, the 

market maker may be relieved of his contractual obligation to quote a buy price 
and make a market in the security. The investor who has waited too long and is 
not familiar with the terms of the agreements between liquidity providers and the 
market operator then feels that he has been treated unfairly, since he cannot 
determine the precise moment before which he should have sold. 

 
The professionals questioned on this point said that, in their opinion, publishing maximum 
spreads in order to eliminate this kind of uncertainty would not, in itself, be a satisfactory 
solution. It would lull investors into a false sense of security, insofar as possessing this 
information would not be enough to ensure their grasp of all of the parameters involved in price 
formation. 
 
This realistic observation amounts to an admission that in this market, which is complex but 
nevertheless popular with the most active investors, even the best equipped non-professional 
cannot know precisely how much risk he is assuming. It is therefore not surprising that such 
investors occasionally share the beginners� sentiment of inadequacy and frustration, only 
heightened by their conviction that they are properly fore-armed. In fact, notwithstanding the 
undeniable quality of the instructional materials produced by warrant issuers and the availability 
of tools to help investors compute theoretical prices, the market in warrants requires the 
simultaneous application of contrasting skills. To feel at ease, investors must be capable of 
anticipation and meticulous monitoring, accept an irreducible level of risk, and proceed with 
particular caution as the product approaches maturity. 
 
 

3 – Extended or definitive trading halts 
 

Even when they are unfamiliar with the market operator�s trading rules, non-professional 
investors willingly recognise the advantages of standards designed to curb the volatility of stocks 
over the course of the trading day. Nevertheless, when an order they placed could not be 
executed at the desired moment because of those same standards, they demand a full explanation 
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from their financial intermediary. When the service provider's response is too general or allusive, 
they can always complain to the market operator or the AMF. They will be provided with 
accurate information, but this will come too late to satisfy the disappointed investor. 
 
The suspensions that occur in connection with tender offers give rise to very few questions, 
probably owing to the mandatory notice that precedes and accompanies such offers and the fact 
that this information is widely reported in the financial press. 
 
In contrast, situations in which a temporary inability to trade a security is coupled with a lack of 
information about the suspension provoke dismay and anger among investors, who, to quote the 
expression they most often use, feel �conned�. Suspension �pending a news release from the 
company� is one illustration of this, but not the most serious one. Although such situations are 
often perceived as a sign of troubles previously hidden from the public, they at least have the 
advantage of being short-lived. Belated revelation of court-ordered reorganisation or liquidation 
is obviously quite another matter. 
 
Persons who bought the company�s securities during the period when its situation is seen, in 
hindsight, to have become critical will believe they were misled by the deceptive behaviour of the 
company�s managers or the officers who replaced them. Most of those who did not sell their 
securities � but not all, as we shall see � express the same feeling. 
 
In such cases, the regulator does not wait for a complaint to be addressed to its ombudsman 
before ordering improved disclosure to the market. These situations are particularly tricky 
because the onset of serious financial difficulties creates an incentive to withhold information, 
whereas the duty of transparency not only remains but becomes more necessary than ever if 
investors� freedom of action is to be preserved. 
 
Two series of measures have been taken at the initiative or with the consent of the regulator. 
Firstly, after consultation with the COB, the national council of administrators and receivers 
issued a circular on 1 February 2000 stating clearly that reorganisation and liquidation 
proceedings are not confidential within the meaning of the Act of 25 January 1985. There is thus 
no conflict in this regard between securities law and bankruptcy law. Whenever the opening of 
such proceedings, as well as subsequent developments, are likely to have a significant influence 
on securities prices � which is generally the case � those facts must be disclosed to the public. 
 
Secondly, the AMF keeps a regularly updated list on its website of companies that fail to meet the 
official deadline for publishing their financial statements (or registration document, where 
appropriate). Being late is not synonymous with being in operational or financial difficulties. That 
said, this reminder of the disclosure rule, backed if necessary by stringent judicial procedures,4 
helps investors to avoid discovering belatedly that a company of which they are shareholders or 
creditors is in dire financial straits. 
 
Note that when a company goes into liquidation, some minority shareholders, who regret the 
irreversible situation and the loss of investment, feel a sense of betrayal, not as mere providers of 
capital but as partners in the fullest sense of the term. They say that had they had been informed 
of the company�s difficulties in time, they would not have tried to sell their shares but, instead, 
would have participated in a capital increase to save the company. 
 
Reactions of this sort are not the most common, but they belie certain preconceived ideas by 
demonstrating that affectio societatis – the feeling of belonging to a collective body � still exists 
                                                 
4 See Chapter III - Transactions and financial disclosure. 
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among individual investors. Without overstating the importance of these manifestations, it is not 
unreasonable to suggest that, in the case of companies or groups with a strong local presence and 
community support, transparency during a period of difficulty can pay off by eliciting a 
favourable response to requests for fresh capital. 
 
Intervention by the AMF ombudsman in these cases obviously does not reverse the course of 
events. The receivers respond by listing the steps they have taken and pointing to the tardiness of 
the company�s managers in bringing relevant information to their attention. Their hands-on 
experience sometimes prompts them to observe that, although the regulatory disclosure may 
indeed have been impaired, the situation of a company in persistent difficulty rarely escapes the 
attention of the regional press. The surprise and outrage of local investors is thus somewhat 
suspect. 
 
During liquidation proceedings, the role of the mediation division is to inform and advise 
investors, who are often distraught. They are not aware that, in the absence of a corporate action 
or an investment mandate, they themselves will have to monitor the issuer�s situation. They do 
not know the difference between the delisting of the company�s securities and its removal from 
the companies register when liquidation is complete, a process that may take several years. 
 
Pending authorisation from the central depository to cancel the securities of liquidated 
companies, some custodians pool their clients� holdings in a single account that is not subject to 
custodial fees. On the basis of this practice, which has the twin advantages of administrative 
convenience and fairness, the ombudsman encourages complainants to negotiate with their 
intermediary to reduce or eliminate custodial fees on securities that have become worthless. 
 
 

4 – Corporate actions 
 
Regarding corporate actions on securities, financial intermediaries are subject to well-defined 
obligations. These arise from Article 6.3.4 of the General Regulations of the Conseil des Marchés 
Financiers, which requires custody account-keepers "to inform each holder of a financial-
instrument account as soon as possible of [�] corporate actions that require a response from the 
holder" 
 
For its part, the market operator, in its trading manual for the Euronext securities markets 
(Euronext instruction no. 4-01, point 2.10), gives a list of corporate actions, one of which is 
�merger/acquisition/tender offer�. 
 
Individual investors seldom reproach firms for being purely and simply unaware of their duty to 
inform. However, a lack of precision has been noted in the wording of the choices clients are 
asked to make. For example, �I do not wish to participate in the transaction� has rightly been 
deemed ambiguous by some investors because, without further indications of the client�s wishes, 
it could lead to either the sale or to the non-exercise and subsequent cancellation of rights or 
warrants. 
 
The desire to stabilise clients� situations as quickly as possible has led to inaccurate interpretations 
of offering circulars and resulted in answer forms with overly restrictive choices. At the time of 
the France Telecom capital increase, a shareholder was prevented from deferring the sale of 
unexercised warrants and thereby benefiting from an automatic buyback of those warrants at a 
better price. The intermediary in question admitted that its procedure was faulty, and the client 
received compensation. 
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In general, intermediaries � that is, the market operator and custodians � are to be applauded for 
their efforts to summarise and clarify information for use by their clients. They have succeeded in 
producing a two-page summary of official rules and regulations which, owing to the need for 
exhaustiveness and legal certainty, are lengthy and often inaccessible to the layman. 
 
On the other hand, what disconcerts or irritates individual investors is that they are required to 
take a decision very quickly, either because the timetable for the transaction is too tight for their 
liking or because the time available to them in theory is curtailed by postal delivery deadlines. 
 

• For example, in June 2003 Essilor International issued bonds with an option to convert 
to new shares and/or exchange for existing shares. Individual investors had two 
successive three-day periods in which to subscribe, the first one for existing shareholders, 
the second for the rest of the public. The market was informed of this beforehand. 

 
 The ombudsman was unable to side with an investor who was not an Essilor shareholder 

but was interested in the bonds and wanted to subscribe after the offer had closed, 
arguing that the length of the offer period ought to be reasonable for non-professionals. 
At times of high volatility or fear of excessive volatility, it is understandable that issuers 
should seek to reduce the duration of their exposure. If, in addition, the participation of 
the public is not vital to the success of the offer � even though it has been sought � 
issuers will be even less inclined to lengthen that exposure unwisely. 

 
 The recommended minimum duration of the offer period has been set by the regulator, 

based on the work of a cross-market advisory group.5 When that recommendation is 
respected � as it was in the Essilor case � there is no ground for complaint against the 
issuer. It is up to investors to follow news about the stocks or sectors that interest them. 
They can do this by reading the financial press and by visiting the websites of the issuer, 
the AMF or the market operator. 

 
• When investors are duly notified by their service provider but the notice arrives too late 

for them to act � or, in their opinion, too long after the opening of the offer period � 
their claim of fault or negligence by the intermediary generally cannot be upheld, for two 
reasons. 

 
 Firstly, intermediaries do not feel responsible for postal delivery times. Moreover, it may 

not be technically possible for them to compensate for these lead-times , even on a purely 
estimated basis, by sending the notice out at an earlier date, notably when warrants or 
rights are allocated on the basis of securities held prior to the opening of the offer. In 
such cases, their legitimate concern to treat their clients with utmost fairness entails a 
shorter response time for those clients. 

 
 Secondly, issuers and intermediaries refuse to assume liability for a decline in the price of 

a warrant or right during the offer period that results in foregone profits for an investor 
who was prepared from the outset to sell his holding but who was prevented from doing 
so by the aforementioned time period. 

 
 The solution is not to be found in securities law or alternative dispute resolution 

procedures. It lies in finding information-transmission methods that are better suited to 

                                                 
5 COB Monthly Bulletin n° 368, May 2002, page 101. 
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the rapid response times which financial markets demand. In the meantime, individual 
investors who react particularly vehemently when they feel powerless need to be told the 
plain truth. They cannot claim the benefit of the market�s fast reaction unless they equip 
themselves to take advantage of it. In their own interest, they should weigh up the return 
on the hardware investments that would be needed in order to achieve their desired 
trading profile. Quarrelling with their investment service provider on this subject is 
usually fruitless and merely postpones the moment when they will have to make their 
own choice. 

 
 
 

IV – Conclusion 
 
In 2003, notwithstanding improved conditions in financial markets, many non-professional 
investors voiced their anxiety, disappointment and in some cases anger. They also expressed their 
interest and vigilance, albeit tinged with mistrust. It is appropriate to take notice of this trend and 
to draw the appropriate conclusions. 
 
Naturally, one would wish for a robust market recovery, and one would hope that those who saw 
themselves as the losers would be able to make up the losses they incurred in the downturn. 
However, the experiences of 2003 require a determined attitude on the part of intermediaries, 
issuers, the regulator and small investors themselves. Market participants need to work together 
to ensure that those who, by themselves, are theoretically the least well-equipped to take 
advantage of today�s investment techniques still feel themselves to have a stake in the activity of 
the financial markets. 
 
Professionals must inform them without prevaricating, especially at crucial moments: at the 
beginning of the relationship, in the case of intermediaries; at the onset of operating or financial 
difficulties, in the case of issuers. As for private individuals, they must begin by accepting that 
they have to educate and inform themselves. Once they have accepted this, they will adopt the 
behaviour of a watchful, reasonable investor, trader or shareholder, depending on the profile they 
choose to adopt.  
 
The regulator�s job is to help them, one and all, to attain this objective: its well-known traditional 
missions all tend, directly or indirectly, towards investor protection. That protection will be 
further enhanced by improved disclosure requirements for collective investment schemes, rules 
governing "cold calling", a new professional structure for financial investment advisers, a clearer 
perception of the work of companies� governance bodies, and consolidation into a single, and 
hence more accessible, set of rules covering the obligations of market participants and product 
standards. 
 
Work has begun on all these fronts. Small investors will be able, if they wish, to take an active 
part in these efforts, since representatives who share their sensitivities and concerns now sit on 
the consultative commission on small investors and minority shareholders, formed at the 
initiative of the AMF's Board. 
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